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Miss Peregrine's Home for Peculiar Children Sep 09 2020 Read the #1 New York Times best-selling series before it
continues in A Map of Days. Bonus features • Q&A with author Ransom Riggs • Eight pages of color stills from the film •
Sneak preview of Hollow City, the next novel in the series A mysterious island. An abandoned orphanage. A strange
collection of very curious photographs. It all waits to be discovered in Miss Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar Children, an
unforgettable novel that mixes fiction and photography in a thrilling reading experience. As our story opens, a horrific family
tragedy sets sixteen-year-old Jacob journeying to a remote island off the coast of Wales, where he discovers the crumbling
ruins of Miss Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar Children. As Jacob explores its abandoned bedrooms and hallways, it becomes
clear that the children were more than just peculiar. They may have been dangerous. They may have been quarantined on a

deserted island for good reason. And somehow—impossible though it seems—they may still be alive. A spine-tingling
fantasy illustrated with haunting vintage photography, Miss Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar Children will delight adults,
teens, and anyone who relishes an adventure in the shadows. “A tense, moving, and wondrously strange first novel. The
photographs and text work together brilliantly to create an unforgettable story.”—John Green, New York Times best-selling
author of The Fault in Our Stars “With its X-Men: First Class-meets-time-travel story line, David Lynchian imagery, and
rich, eerie detail, it’s no wonder Miss Peregrine’s Home for Peculiar Children has been snapped up by Twentieth Century
Fox. B+”—Entertainment Weekly “‘Peculiar’ doesn’t even begin to cover it. Riggs’ chilling, wondrous novel is already
headed to the movies.”—People “You’ll love it if you want a good thriller for the summer. It’s a mystery, and you’ll race to
solve it before Jacob figures it out for himself.”—Seventeen
The Day I Fell Down the Toilet and Other Poems Jul 08 2020 Have you ever been punched by a cabbage, or fallen head first
down the loo? Have you ever had fun with a poem? You haven't? Then this book's for you. 'Steve Turner's first collection of
verse for children is full of quirky humour and strong rhymes to read aloud' Children and quite a few adults will enjoy the
poems in this collection. Pollution, religion, growing up and families are just some of the topics the author uses for this
amusing anthology. I rate this collection as good as those by Roger McGough and Brian Patten." Hull Daily Mail 'Full of
quirky humour and strong rhymes that kids adore.' Brian Patten 'Steve Turner is one of the most original and child-friendly
voices to emerge in the last few years.' Sunday Telegraph 'Highly observant, often poignant, sometimes naughty and always
fresh and funny.' Nick Park, creator of Wallace and Gromit 'This hilarious collection of poems will make you laugh out
loud.' The Young Telegraph
The Healing Quilt Jan 26 2022 Join retired Amish newlyweds Emma and Lamar Miller in Florida for the winter as they lead
another quilting class with a new group of unlikely students: Jennifer, a pregnant new mom; Mike, a charter boat owner;
Erika, a wheelchair bound teen; Kim, a waitress; Noreen, a newly-retired widow, and BJ, an artist facing illness. When old
friends visit from Indiana, will romance also become a subject of class discussions?
Murder, Plain and Simple Mar 16 2021 First in a new series! When Angela Braddock inherits her late aunt’s beautiful
Amish quilt shop, she leaves behind her career and broken engagement for a fresh start in Holmes County, Ohio. With her
snazzy cowboy boots and her ornithophobic French bulldog, Angie doesn’t exactly fit in with the predominantly Amish
community in Rolling Brook, but her aunt’s quilting circle tries to make her feel welcome as she prepares for the reopening
of Running Stitch. On the big day, Angie gets a taste of success as the locals and Englisch tourists browse the store’s wares

while the quilters stitch away. But when Angie finds the body of ornery Amish woodworker Joseph in her storeroom the next
morning, everything starts falling apart. With evidence mounting against her, Angie is determined to find the culprit before
the local sheriff can arrest her. Rolling Brook always appeared to be a simple place, but the closer Angie gets to the killer,
the more she realizes that nothing in the small Amish community is as plain as it seems....
A Cousin's Promise Dec 25 2021 Willkumm to the lush and lavish Amish country where Wanda Brunstetter’s new romantic
series, Indiana Cousins, begins with A Cousin’s Promise. Loraine Miller finds herself torn between the love of two good
men—Wayne Lambright who, crippled after a tragic accident, feels himself unworthy of her love; and Jake Beechy who,
after having abandoned her to explore the English world, returns to renew their courtship. To which man will she pledge her
love and loyalty—for better or worse, until death they do part?
Amish Quilt Apr 16 2021 Enjoy a trip to Amish country with Wanda E. Brunstetter through photographer husband, Richard
s, beautiful photographs and learn a bit about quilting traditions among the Amish. "
The Tattered Quilt Feb 12 2021 Tattered quilt pieces match the tattered fragments in the lives of a new patchwork group of
students for Emma Miller's quilting class.
Murder, Plainly Read Nov 11 2020 In the latest from the author of Murder, Served Simply, an Amish man checks out
permanently, but quilt shop owner Angie Braddock’s got this mystery covered… With so much to do between running her
shop and spending time with her new boyfriend, it’s amazing Angie is able to help organize the Rolling Brook library's
annual book sale. Luckily she’s working alongside brash librarian Austina Shaker, a lady who isn’t afraid to make waves to
get books to her patrons—even the Amish. Unfortunately, this draws the ire of cranky Bartholomew Belier, an Old Order
Amish bishop, who publicly vows to ruin Austina. And she certainly might be ruined after Belier is found dead in her
bookmobile. Now Angie must employ the help of her loyal quilting circle—as well as her beloved French bulldog,
Oliver—if she hopes to prove Austina’s innocence before the real killer books it… INCLUDES QUILTING TIPS
The Tattered Quilt Oct 03 2022 Sequel to The Half-Stitched Amish Quilting Class Now Available in Mass Market Edition
“I think my students get even more from the class when you help me, Lamar.” Emma Yoder Miller has been teaching several
quilting classes alongside her husband Lamar, who has a knack for creating unique quilting patterns. But as signup for this
new class is slow and only three people have responded by the class date, they start to think they should take a break. . . .
That is until God sends them some last-minute students who are in special need of the friendship and wisdom Emma and
Lamar have a way of displaying through their teaching. Will Emma and Lamar learn along with their students that God’s

timing is perfect? ?Selma is a belittling busybody. Terry is a rugged roofer who just wants a casual date with a pretty
classmate. Blaine loses a bet and has to join the class, where he soon finds himself in friendly competition with Terry.
Anna’s mother signs her up in a desperate attempt to keep Anna from leaving the Amish faith. Carmen holds tightly to
bitterness while hiding her secret motives for taking the class. And Cheryl has a broken, mistrusting heart that needs just as
much mending as the tattered quilt she brings. Members of this new patchwork group find friendship, faith, healing, and
restoration while gathered around their quilts, under the Father’s guiding hands—for only He can take what’s ragged and
shabby from the lives of His children and turn it into beauty for His glory.
Josiah for President Feb 24 2022 When former Congressman Mark Stedman throws in the towel on his presidential
campaign, his only choice is to return to his home state and decide how to spend the rest of his life ... until he meets Josiah
Stoltzfus, an Amish farmer from Pennsylvania. Stedman learns more from Josiah in a few hours than in his many years in
office. He comes to the conclusion that someone like Josiah should be running the country. Not a career politician, but
someone with a little old-fashioned common sense, someone who’s not afraid of rolling up his sleeves and getting his hands
dirty. Someone like Josiah Stoltzfus. Using his old campaign headquarters for a base, Mark Stedman determines to introduce
a new candidate to America. He pledges to do everything in his power to make sure Josiah gets elected. But can a plain man
of faith turn the tide of politics and become the leader of America, and what will he have to risk to do it?
The Healing Quilt May 30 2022 Retired Amish newlyweds Emma and Lamar Miller start a new quilting class, in which they
work with an unlikely group of students to achieve emotional healing and create beautiful traditional quilts.
The Bishop's Daughter Jun 06 2020 Leona is Bishop Jacob Weaver's daughter and a dedicated teacher in a one-room Amish
schoolhouse. After her father's tragic accident, Leona's faith wavers. How could God allow something like this to happen to
one of His servants? Outlander Jimmy Scott comes to Pennsylvania in search of his real family. When he is hired to paint an
Amish schoolhouse, Jimmy and Leona find themselves irresistibly drawn to each other. Can anything good come from the
love between an Amish woman and an English man? What secrets will be revealed and what miracles await God's people in
Lancaster County? The Bishop's Daughter is book 3 in the Daughters of Lancaster County series. Other books in the series
include The Storekeeper's Daughter: Book 1 and The Quilter's Daughter: Book 2.
Murder, Served Simply Feb 01 2020 Amish quilt shop owner Angie Braddock has a lot on her plate this Christmas. But
things only get worse after someone develops a taste for murder in this festive mystery in the national bestselling series.
Angie’s parents are visiting Rolling Brook for Christmas—but unfortunately, her ex is joining them. Luckily, Angie has no

time to dwell on her romantic troubles as she prepares her store, Running Stitch, for the town’s traditional progressive
dinner, featuring a sleigh ride stopping at each shop for a different course of the meal. The meal ends with an Amish-themed
Christmas play at the Swiss Valley Hotel and Barn. But the performance is cut short when an actress falls from the
scaffolding to her death. After the sheriff suspects foul play, tensions between the Amish and Englisch heat up, as do
rivalries among the acting troupe. Now Angie and her quilting circle must stitch together clues before they’re the ones
running for cover... INCLUDES QUILTING TIPS!
The Half-Stitched Amish Quilting Club Nov 04 2022 Now a New York Times Bestseller! Join the club of unlikely quilters
who show up for Amish widow Emma Yoder’s quilting classes. A troubled young woman, a struggling couple, a widower, a
rough and tough biker, and a preacher’s wife make up the mismatched lot. But as their problems begin to bind them together
like the scraps of fabric stitched together in a quilt, they learn to open up and lend a helping hand. Is this what God had in
mind to heal hurting hearts and create beauty from fragments?
Paper Hearts Oct 23 2021 Follows the story of two girls as they forge a powerful friendship that carries them through
horrific circumstances.
The Robin's Greeting Jun 26 2019 A Season of Hope Is Coming For the past two years Belinda King, along with her two
grown daughters and teenage son, has been struggling to keep the family greenhouse running. Despite disconcerting events
that have threatened to put them out of business, they have survived two growing seasons. And now Belinda can focus on the
two suitors vying for her attention. Herschel Fisher, a new acquaintance, makes her feel relaxed, and Monroe Esh, an admirer
from her past, reminds her of her youth. But just when Belinda thinks she can choose between her suitors, life throws more
trials her way. Her son, Henry, becomes bitter about the idea of her dating anyone, and attacks on the greenhouse start again.
When can Belinda hope to experience the peace and love her weary heart longs for?
Improper Cross-Stitch Jun 18 2021 A fun, witty, nerdy, and irreverent craft book for the modern cross-stitcher. Sometimes
it's good to be a little...improper. Profane, funny, and smart, Haley Pierson-Cox's IMPROPER CROSS-STITCH invites the
modern crafter to bring personality and humor to their cross stitch projects. From a fully designed "Damn it feels good to be
a crafter" to the beautiful Art Deco inspired "fuck," Haley's patterns are fresh, lively and just what the crafter ordered. In this
book, she'll introduce readers to the joys of stitching the naughty, the profane, the irreverent, and the just plain awesome.
First, she starts with a basic lesson in cross-stitch technique, no previous experience required. Then, once readers know your
way around an embroidery hoop and a skein of floss, the books moves on to the designs—35 in total, ranging from hip, to

nerdy, to ironically domestic—where Haley encourages crafters to embrace their inner snark with gleeful abandon. Her easy
to follow instructions and colorful designs can make a cross stitcher out of anyone. In all her years of crafting, Haley's
learned many things, but this simple fact remains one of the most important: There is absolutely nothing in this world quite
so satisfying as enshrining something deeply inappropriate within the delicate stitches of a cross-stitch sampler. It's truly one
of life's great delights!
Half-Stitched Amish Quilting Club Aug 01 2022 A New York Times Bestseller! An Amish widow’s quilt classes lead to
beautiful life lessons. As Amish widow Emma Yoder contemplates the task ahead, her thoughts center on one: What if she
fails? Longing to remove a burden from her family by becoming self-sufficient, Emma has offered to hold quilting classes in
her home. But when she sees the patchwork of faces assembled for the first lesson, her confidence dwindles as doubt takes
hold. There’s Star Stephens, a young woman yearning for stability; Pam and Stuart Johnston, a struggling couple at odds in
their marriage; Paul Ramirez, a widower hoping to find solace in finishing a quilt; Jan Sweet, a rough and tough biker doing
creative community service; and Ruby Lee Williams, a preacher’s wife looking for relaxation amid mounting parish
problems. While Emma grows to realize her ability to share her passion for quilting and her faith, the beginning quilters
learn to transform scraps of fabric into beauty. And slowly, their fragmented lives begin to take new shape—some in
unexpected ways—with the helping hands of each other and the healing hand of God.
Marshmallow Malice Aug 21 2021 Caught in a sticky situation . . . With Juliet Brody and Reverend Brook tying the knot in
Ohio’s Amish Country’s most anticipated nuptials of the year, Bailey King is determined to do everything in her power to
make the event a sweet success. Except midsummer heat waves and outdoor ceremonies don’t mix, and an exasperated
Bailey soon finds herself struggling to fulfill bridesmaid duties and keep her stunning marshmallow-frosted wedding cake
from becoming a gooey disaster. Then much to everyone’s shock, the entire ceremony crumbles when a guest drops dead,
and the cause isn’t sunstroke . . . Turns out, the uninvited victim came equipped with lots of dirt on the devout reverend’s
hidden past. As Reverend Brook tops the murder suspect list on what should have been the happiest day of his life, Bailey
and her sheriff’s deputy boyfriend vow to clear his name. Can the duo boil down a series of baffling clues before Juliet
considers her marriage a bad mistake—or the killer whips up another deadly surprise? Recipe Included!
The Storekeeper's Daughter Apr 28 2022 Time seems to stand still in Naomi Fisher’s tranquil community, but it cannot hold
back tragedy. Helping her widowed father run a store, manage a household, and raise seven children is a daunting task. There
is no time to think about courtship and having her own family, still her heart yearns for the attention of Caleb Hoffmeir. But

her days are plotted for her—until the afternoon her baby brother goes missing from the yard. How can Naomi expect
anyone to love and trust her if she couldn’t take care of one small boy? Should she leave all that is familiar and seek a new
avenue of life?
The Crow's Call May 06 2020 Mysterious Events Plague a Greenhouse in Pennsylvania’s Amish Country When Vernon
King, his son, and son-in-law are involved in a terrible accident, three women are left to cope with their deaths, as they
become the sole providers of the family they have left. The women’s only income must come from the family greenhouse,
but someone seems to be trying to force them out of business. Amy King has just lost her father and brother, and her mother
needs her to help run the family’s greenhouse. It doesn’t seem fair to ask her to leave a job she loves, when there is still a
sister and brother to help. But Sylvia is also grieving for her husband while left to raise three children, and Henry, just out of
school, is saddled with all the jobs his father and older brother used to do. As Amy assumes her new role, she also asks Jared
Riehl to put their courtship on hold. When things become even more stressful at the greenhouse, will Amy crumble under the
pressure?
The Prayer Box Nov 23 2021 From the #1 New York Times author of Before We Were Yours. When Iola Anne Poole, an
old-timer on Hatteras Island, passes away in her bed at ninety-one, the struggling young mother in her rental cottage, Tandi
Jo Reese, finds herself charged with the task of cleaning out Iola’s rambling Victorian house. Running from a messy,
dangerous past, Tandi never expects to find more than a temporary hiding place within Iola’s walls, but everything changes
with the discovery of eighty-one carefully decorated prayer boxes, one for each year, spanning from Iola’s youth to her last
days. Hidden in the boxes is the story of a lifetime, written on random bits of paper—the hopes and wishes, fears and
thoughts of an unassuming but complex woman passing through the seasons of an extraordinary, unsung life filled with
journeys of faith, observations on love, and one final lesson that could change everything for Tandi.
A Portrait of Amish Life Jan 02 2020 "Take a tour of Amish country without leaving home with this full-color
photographic display celebrating the simple life of the Amish..."--P. 4 of cover.
Simple Geometric Quilting Jan 14 2021 Bold Shapes and Clean Lines for Faster Modern Quilting Breathe some fresh air into
your quilts with 20 stunning contemporary projects from designer Laura Preston. Using simple shapes and solid colors,
Laura’s method streamlines the traditional quilting process for beautiful quilts in less time. Quilt tops come together quickly
with large-scale cuts of fabric and as little piecing as possible, making these projects perfect for beginners. Advanced quilters
can delve into modern techniques such as creating curved lines and working with negative space rather than intricate quilting

blocks. From chic wall hangings to cozy crib-size and queen-size quilts, every project doubles as a work of art. Fueled by her
minimalist lifestyle traveling the United States in her Airstream trailer, Laura’s designs reflect the striking landscapes of the
American West. The Arches Queen Quilt showcases the dramatic curves found in Arches National Park in Utah. The Lone
Pine Pillow, with its range of triangles, was inspired by the Sierra Nevada mountains, and the Sand Dollar Table Runner was
sparked by a beach in Big Sur, California. Follow Laura’s insightful design tips, and soon you’ll start to see inspiration
everywhere. With illustrated step-by-step instructions and in-depth tutorials, this book is an essential resource for the modern
quilter.
The Healing Quilt Oct 30 2019 After her Aunt Teza’s test results turn out to be inconclusive, Dot Cooper resolves to raise
money for a new mammogram machine, through the creation and auction of a magnificent, king-sized quilt to be sewn by the
women of Jefferson City. Dot’s efforts quickly draw the support of disparate members of the community, including
newcomer Beth Donnelly, married to a local pastor; Elaine Giovanni, the stylish wife of a local surgeon; and an ailing Aunt
Teza. But as the four different generations work the squares of the quilt, they are also confronted with ragged pieces of their
own lives. Though the women could not be more different on the surface, they hold in common quiet suffering triggered by
painful circumstances: the death of children, the abandonment of husbands, the loneliness of depression. Yet their struggles
will bring them closer together than they ever could have anticipated, and their lives will be dramatically changed, as
together they experience the curative powers of The Healing Quilt.
The Half-Stitched Amish Quilting Club Trilogy Jun 30 2022 Join the club of unlikely quilters who show up for Emma
Yoder’s Amish quilting classes. Both Amish and English, women and men are inexplicably drawn to Emma’s home where
they find what they never realized they were looking for. Is this what God had in mind to heal hurting hearts and create
beauty from tattered fragments? Included are The Half-Stitched Amish Quilting Club, which inspired a musical, along with
The Tattered Quilt and The Healing Quilt.
Patterns Aug 09 2020 An insider's guide to the world's largest archive of patterns and textiles, the source of inspiration for
the globe's top designers Every season, designers from fashion, home furnishings, textiles, graphic arts, and paper-product
industries seek inspiration from patterns to bring their collections to life. Many of these designers - including Beacon Hill,
Boden, Calvin Klein, Clinique, Colefax & Fowler, Lululemon, Nike, Oscar de la Renta, Pottery Barn, and Target - look to
the Design Library, the world's largest archive of surface design. This one-of-a-kind book, drawn from the Design Library’s
archive, is an exclusive and ultimate sourcebook of pattern and ornament.

Lydia's Charm Sep 21 2021 Visit Amish Country during the fall as Lydia King attempts to make Charm, Ohio, feel like
home after losing her husband. But is her heart ready to open back up to love when gifts appear on her porch from a mystery
source? Could it be from the widowed father of four energetic boys, or is it from the man who has rejected romance to be his
family’s caregiver? When life hands Lydia another challenge, will the gift giver be there to support her?
The Decision Mar 28 2022 After being left at the altar, Jonah Miller moves from Pennsylvania to a new Amish community
in Illinois, where he begins to court Elaine Schrock, until family difficulties cause her to neglect her growing love for Jonah.
The Half-Stitched Amish Quilting Club Trilogy Sep 02 2022 Quilting in an Amish home brings both men and women
together under one roof in three stories that transform lives through love and faith.
See and Sew Jul 28 2019 An introduction to the basics of sewing by hand. Offers simple instructions for basic stitches and
techniques as well as easy step-by-step directions for 16 fun and kid-friendly projects.
Learn to Make a Quilt from Start to Finish Dec 01 2019 With simple instructions for beginners and insider techniques for
quilting veterans, this book walks stitchers through the process of making a quilt with the aid of step-by-step photographs.
Focusing on a one-block pattern, this book shows how a simple motif can be transformed into varied and complex designs.
Detailed advice on picking fabrics and the best quilt-making supplies are also included in this crafter's resource.
The Woolgrower's Companion Dec 13 2020 'A wonderful new voice in literary rural fiction' Australian Women's Weekly
Australia 1945. Until now Kate Dowd has led a sheltered life on Amiens, her family's sprawling sheep station in northern
New South Wales. The horrors of war have for the most part left her untouched. But with her father succumbing to wounds
he's borne since the Great War, the management of the farm is increasingly falling on Kate's shoulders. With only the sheeprearing book The Woolgrower's Companion to guide her, Kate rises to the challenge. However the arrival of two Italian
POW labourers unsettles not only the other workers, but Kate too - especially when she finds herself drawn to the enigmatic
Luca Canali. Then she receives devastating news. The farm is near bankrupt and the bank is set to repossess. Given just eight
weeks to pay the debt, Kate is now in a race to save everything she holds dear. 'A heart-breaking tale beautifully told . . .
This compelling story of war and love, of family and prejudice is magical' Kathryn Stockett, author of The Help 'This
sweeping epic set in rural NSW is about love, family and testing our mettle - and it's compulsively readable. Just the thing
for those lazy summer days' Marie Claire
The Mockingbird's Song Oct 11 2020 Where Is the Hope in Grief for a Young Amish Widow? Sylvia has been nearly
paralyzed with grief and anxiety since the tragic death of her husband, father, and brother in a traffic accident. She tries to

help in the family’s greenhouse while caring for her two young children, but she prefers not to have to deal with customers.
Her mother’s own grief causes her to hover over her children and grandchildren, and Sylvia seeks a diversion. She takes up
birdwatching and soon meets an Amish man who teaches her about local birds. But Sylvia’s mother doesn’t trust Dennis
Weaver, and as the relationship sours, mysterious attacks on the greenhouse start up again.
Cassie's Word Quilt May 18 2021 The main character of Coretta Scott King Award and Caldecott Honor winner Tar Beach
returns in this imaginative exploration of words, with illustrations that echo artist Faith Ringgold's famous story quilts. Join
Cassie, the main character from the picture book Tar Beach, as she takes readers on a tour of her home, neighborhood, and
school, introducing dozens of new words and their meaning. Young readers will relish the beautifully designed spreads, each
with its own quilt motif. A perfect storytime for kids of all ages, the bright, boldly colored pages will attract even the
youngest lookers, while teaching vocabulary and important pre-reading skills to older children.
Mending Matters Mar 04 2020 This guide explores visible mending techniques in both hands-on projects and thoughtful
insight about how mending relates to mindful well-being. Mending Matters explores sewing on two levels: First, it includes
more than twenty projects that showcase visible mending—styles that are edgy, modern, and bold, yet draw on traditional
stitching. It does all this with just four simple mending techniques: exterior patches, interior patches, slow stitches, darning,
and weaving. In addition, the book addresses the way mending leads to a more mindful relationship to fashion and to overall
well-being. In essays that accompany each how-to chapter, Katrina Rodabaugh explores mending as a metaphor for
appreciating our own naturally flawed selves. She also examines the ways in which mending teaches us new skills, selfreliance, and confidence, all gained from making things with our own hands.
The Seekers Sep 29 2019 Will Heidi's cooking lessons turn into life lessons for five unlikely students? Heidi Troyer cooks
up the idea of teaching classes in the art of Amish cuisine in her Holmes County, Ohio, home. But is it a recipe for drama
when five very different men and women answer the advertisement? Join a class of unlikely Ohioans who take cooking
lessons at Lyle and Heidi Troyer’s Amish farm. A woman engaged to marry, an expectant mother estranged from her family,
a widowed mom seeking to simplify, a Vietnam vet who camps on the Troyer’s farm, and an Amish widower make up the
mismatched lot of students. Class members share details of their disappointing lives, work to solve a mystery, and stir some
romance into the pot. Soon Heidi’s cooking lessons turn into life lessons as they each share their challenges. . .and their souls
are healed one meal at a time. Is this what God had in mind when Heidi got the idea for cooking classes?
The Walnut Creek Wish Apr 04 2020 "Welcome to Walnut Creek, Ohio, where Orley and Lois Troyer own an antique store

they call "Memory Keepers." Though knowledgeable in antiques and their repair, their real talent is in mentoring folks who
are hurting and don't even know it. Enter Jeff, a restaurateur, and Rhonda, a hotel manager, who recently moved to Amish
country for the slow pace, but the change of scenery puts even more stress on their already strained marriage. Will an antique
sled be the last straw, or will it lead to unexpected revelations and the fulfillment of dreams?"-Sisters of the Heart: The Trilogy Jul 20 2021 The unforgettable novels in New York Times bestselling author Shelley
Shepard Gray’s beloved Sisters of the Heart trilogy, together for the first time in a single volume Hidden: Escaping an
abusive boyfriend, Anna finds a refuge at the Brenneman Bed and Breakfast with her lifelong friend Katie Brenneman. But
while she feels she’s found a home among the Amish, can Anna deny the life she left behind? And will her chance for
happiness be stolen away by the man from her past? Wanted: Frightened by how far she’s strayed from her values during her
Rumspringa, Katie vows to cut all ties with the outside world. Now widower Jonathan Lundy has asked her to help him take
care of his two young girls. Will the past destroy Katie’s chances for love? Forgiven: Injured when a fire destroys her
family’s barn, Winnie returns home from the hospital to find her brother, Jonathan, seeking vengeance on the arsonist
responsible. But in an Amish community founded on grace and forgiveness, will his unwillingness to forgive ruin the trust
that forms the foundation of their lives?
The Kentucky Brothers Trilogy Aug 28 2019 Enjoy the bestselling Kentucky Brothers series in one jumbo volume. Titus
Fisher has made many poor choices that have left him brokenhearted and jobless, but the decision to move to Kentucky has
his future looking bright. Samuel Fisher, grieving widower mired by memories of yesterday, seeks a new lease on life and
love in the land of tomorrow. Timothy Fisher moves his wife and daughter to Kentucky for a fresh start, but when a tragic
accident occurs, their marriage seems splintered beyond repair. How will God bring hope, healing, and new beginnings?
Includes: The Journey The Healing The Struggle
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